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Research reveals a consensus among social scientists
that as early as three, children can discriminate between
racial groups and often by six they have developed attitudes
toward these groups (Goodman, 1964; Morland, 1962; Porter,
1971) . Children are also found to have a bias to the colors
black and white (Williams, 1966, 1967, 1975, 1976). There
is question as to whether children's attitudes and their
observed behavior are related. Few research studies have
actually examined children's behavioral responses as an as-
pect of determining racial attitudes.
The present study was exploratory in nature. The
purpose was to probe racial awareness and attitudes of pre-
school children in a monocultural environment by a variety
of techniques in an effort to: (1) determine if there was
a relationship between their behavior and their attitudes^
VI
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(2) establish behavioral criteria that might help to design
^^^ther behavioral studies in this area and, (3) procure
information that would aid in the development of a more
meaningful and effective multi-cultural curricula for young
children
.
The subjects were thirty-two v;hite preschool children
with an age range of thirty-seven months to seventy months.
They were equally divided into a younger group (mean age =
forty months) and an older group (mean age = fifty-seven
months)
.
Four measures were employed: The Color Meaning Test
II (CMT) and the Preschool Racial Attitude Measure (PRAM)
developed by John E. Williams et al.; the Racial Perception
Puzzles (RPP) and the Behavioral Indicator developed by the
investigator. The Behavioral Indicator was an attempt to
determine whether children's attitudes and their observed
behavior were related. It employed a Black Storyteller and
a White Storyteller. Children's behavioral response in five
categories were observed: The average distance from the
storyteller, amount of touches, amount of involvem.ent , num-
ber of verbalizations and where child was looking.
There were five problems investigated: (1) Do white
preschoolers have a positive association with the color white
and a negative association with the color black? (2) When
do children begin to develop stereotypical associations with
Vlll
racial groups? (3) How do preschool children respond to
tasks measuring different aspects of racial awareness? (4)
Will the behavioral response of white preschoolers to a
Black Storyteller be distinguishable from their response to
a White Storyteller? (5) Will there be a correlation between
the subjects' behavioral response and other variables ex-
amined in the study?
The CMT and the PRAM indicated a high evidence of
negative associations with black animals and human figures
and a positive association with white animals and white human
figures. The CMT indicated a significant increase in color
bias with age. Subjects were found to consistently asso-
ciate particular adjectives with white and black and they
were identified as possible contributors to later stereo-
typical images of racial groups.
The RPP consisted of four tasks: Racial grouping;
Discrimination, Identification and Preference. The older
group was able to discriminate and identify better than the
younger group. The younger group made more correct re-
sponses on the racial grouping task and no consistent find-
ings were found on the preference task. Overall, no statis-
tically significant differences between the two groups were
found on this measure.
On the Behavioral Indicator, a significant difference
was found in the behavior response to the storytellers. The
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subjects sat closer to the white storyteller (F(l,14) =
4.86, p = .04; touched the white storyteller more F(l,14) =
10.37, p — .003; and verbalized more with the white story-
teller F(l,14) = 5.78, p<.02. With the white storyteller,
subjects looked at the storybook significantly more t = 4.49,
p<.01 and with the black storyteller looked at the story-
teller more t = 4.88, p<.01.
There were no significant correlations between the
behavioral response of the subjects and other variables
examined in the study. The two standardized measures
evidenced a significant color bias and the behavioral measure
indicated a significant difference in the behavior evidenced
with the storytellers. Although the measures showed no
significant correlations the present study represents a
starting point for determining the realtionship between
children's behavior and their attitudes.
Evidence of racial awareness was found. There was
also possible evidence of the development of racial
attitudes. Research studies with elementary-aged children
have indicated a definite occurrence of racial attitudes;
for these reasons preschools have a responsibility to pro-
vide children with experiences that accentuate the healthy
development of positive intergroup attitudes.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A historical examination of how and when racial aware-
ness and attitudes evolve in young chidren reveals a con-
sensus among social scientists that as early as three,
children can discriminate between racial groups and often
by six they have developed attitudes towards these groups
(Goodman, 1964; Norland, 1962; Porter, 1971)
.
Numerous approaches and techniques have been utilized
to probe distinct aspects of this area of concern. These
methods used to tap racial awareness and attitudes in young
children have produced varying and often conflicting results.
Williams (1966, 1967, 1975, 1976) conducted a series of
studies that found preschool children to be biased to the
colors black and white. This bias was evidenced with
measures using animals and human figures. They found a high
association between positive adjectives and the color white
and negative adjectives with the color black. Lerner (1975)
criticized the Williams technique and determined the bias to
be a result of the experimental procedure, a forced—choice
technique. He conducted an open-ended interview with young
children and found that they respond neutrally to other
groups.
2It is questionable whether these techniques and
others used to assess racial awareness and attitudes are
in fact assessing the same sentiments in young children.
Because the vast majority of the studies were univariate
their approach
» it appeared germane that the present
investigation focus on assessing racial attitudes and
awareness by a variety of approaches
.
There is a paucity of research that actually examines
children's behavioral responses as an aspect of determining
racial attitudes. There is question as to whether children's
attitudes and their observed behavior are related.
Proshansky (1966) inferred from his review of studies that
employed racial awareness measures with young children that
there was not a significant relationship between how they
respond on projective measures such as dolls or pictures and
their actual behavior with other children. It was this in-
terest in behavioral data that led to the development of the
present investigation.
The present study was exploratory in nature. The
purpose was to probe racial awareness and attitudes of pre-
school children in an monocultural environment by a variety
of techniques in an effort to; (1) determine if there was a
relationship between their behavior and their attitudes; (2)
establish behavioral criteria that might help to design
further behavioral studies in this area and (3) procure in-
3formation that would aid in the development of more meaning-
3.nd effective multi—cultural curricula for young chil-
dren.
Rationale and Significance of the Study
The primary significance of this study lies in its
contribution toward identifying attitudes that white children
have toward non-white groups, with a particular look at their
observed behavior. Because research indicates that children
by the age of four are beginning to form attitudes about
racial groups, it is important for preschools to address
this issue. It is essential that children have an accurate
perception of the groups that form this society. Determining
the relationship between children's behavior and attitudes
should assist in the devlopment of curricula that have
meaning and give more than a token presentation of other
groups. It is helpful to know some of the attitudes and the
results should show implications for the need of a multi-
cultural curricula for preschool children.
Definition of Terms
racial awareness - the ability to differentiate between
groups of people utilizing perceptual cues such as skin color
4f6atur©s and than classifying thGin according to
their racial group.
racial attitudes - an evaluative response, perception
or feeling that one might have toward other groups of people.
typical response - based on measures developed by
Williams (1966, 1967, 1976), a bias to white being positive
and black being negative.
This study was limited to one preschool class with
an age range of three years to five years that was a part
of a child development program with an age range of four
weeks to five years. The subjects comprised the full day
preschool group. The focus of the study precluded the
infant-toddler group being employed because of age and the
two half-day preschool programs because of availability.
Problems to be Investigated
(1) Do white preschoolers have a positive association with
the color white and a negative association with the
color black? If so, does this association change as
the child gets older? Is this color connotation applied
or related to racial groups?
(2) V!hen do children begin to develop stereotypical
assocations with racial groups?
(3) How do preschool children respond to tasks measuring
different aspects of racial awareness?
5(4) Will the behavioral response of white preschoolers to
a Black Storyteller be distinguishable from the re-
sponse to a ^Vhite Storyteller? Will the age group make
a difference in the response? Specifically: will
there be a difference in the distance that they sit
from both storytellers; will there be a difference in
the number of times they touch both storytellers; will
there be a difference in the number of verbalizations
made with the storytellers; will they be involved with
and following the story with both storytellers?
(5) Will there be a correlation between the subjects' be-
havioral response and other variables examined in the
study?
Related Literature
Three areas of research and research techniques re-
lated to racial attitudes in young children constitute the
background of the problems to be investigated, and the con-
ceptual framework out of which this study arises. These
areas are; Perceptual Component of Racial Attitudes; Racial
Awareness vs Racial Attitudes; Modification and Reinforcement
of Racial Attitudes.
Perceptual Component of Racial Attitudes
The colors black and white have strong evaluative im-
plications that are ingrained in this culture. In a variety
6Of situations that reflect various aspects of the American
way of life, black denotes things that are bad, dirty, evil,
and sinister, while white denotes purity, cleanliness and
things that are good. For example, black is worn for
funerals and mourning, white is worn for weddings and re™
presents purity; angel food cake is light, devil’s food
cake is dark; a white dove is a symbol of peace, terms such
as black-balled, black-listed and black-mailed all have
negative connotations; a black sheep in the family suggests
a member that is not as good as the others; in western
movies good guys v/ear white hats and ride white horses,
villains wear black hats and black outfits.
Reasearchers sought to determine if there was a re-
lationship between these ingrained evaluative associations
with the colors black and white and the racial attitudes
of children.
A series of research studies that focused on the per-
ceptual realm of children's racial awareness and attitudes
was embarked upon by Williams and associates. Williams
pioneered a series of research studies that investigated
various aspects of the relationship between the colors
black and white and their relationship to the development
of racial attitudes in young children.
In an effort to determine whether children's associa-
tions with the colors black and white developed concurrently
7or subsequently to their development of racial awareness
and racial attitudes, Renninger and Williams (1966) design-
ed a study to determine the degree of awareness of black
and white evaluative connotations present in preschool
children. Two sets of materials were used in the investi-
gation. Eight pictures, four with a black and a white
animal and four with a black and a white object were used
to determine the degree of association of positive and
negative adjectives to the colors black and white. The
four objects were used as fillers. The other measure con-
sisted of a puzzle that was used to assess racial aware-
ness. The task was to place the correct members of the
family together in the puzzle. Preference and racial identi-
fication questions were also asked.
The Color Meaning Test (CMT) had eight questions,
four positive and four negative adjectives were employed.
The score range was 0-8, a score of 0-5 indicated no aware-
ness, 6 indicated low awareness, 7 medium awareness and 8
high awareness. Seventy percent of the three year olds made
a score of five or less, thus seventy percent of the three
year olds showed no awareness. However, only twenty percent
of the five year olds scored in the no awareness range.
Seven percent of the three year olds scored in the high aware-
ness range while forty-three percent of the five year olds
scored in that range. The results indicated that the color
8meaning concept increased with age. On the puzzle inter-
view, nineteen percent of the three year olds, fifty-three
percent of the four year olds and seventy-nine percent of
five year olds were able to identify racial groups.
However, only seven percent of the three year olds, thirteen
percent of the four year olds and twenty-one percent of the
five year olds grouped the puzzle pieces according to their
racial group. This study investigated children's concept
of color as well as their awareness of race. Fifty-three
percent of the three year olds and only two percent of the
five year olds were unaware of both concepts. Seven percent
of the three year olds and sixty-four percent of the five
year olds were aware of both concepts. All of the subjects
in the study were white.
Williams and Roberson (1967) revised the earlier color-
meaning measure and increased the number of responses from
eight to twelve in order to decrease the chance probability
of a high score. Two measures were employed, the Color
Meaning Test, which was administered as it was done in the
previous study and the Racial Attitude Measure (PRAM) which
was developed for this study and used a black and a white
human figure. The instructions for the PRAM were the same
as the CMT and also used positive and negative adjectives.
The picture cards for the PRAM were also used for subjects
to identify specified racial groups. On the Color Meaning
9Test and the Preschool Racial Attitude Measure, the score
range was 0—12. A score of eight or less was designated
as an inconsistent response. Nine and ten were designated
as the medium range and eleven and twelve as the high
consistency response range. Fifty-one percent of the three
year olds made a score of nine to twelve, eighty-nine per-
cent of the five year olds scored in this range. The age
difference was statistically significant. On the PRAM,
seventy percent of the three year olds, ninety-two percent
of the four year olds and ninety-five percent of the five
year olds scored in the nine to twelve range. The age dif-
ference between three and four was statistically significant.
Forty-six percent of the three year olds, eighty-one percent
of the four year olds and ninety-seven percent of the five
year olds were able to classify using racial labels. The
difference between three and four was highly significant.
However, the difference between four and five was not as
significant as between three and four. The investigators
concluded that the development of color associations and
racial attitudes developed concurrently and that the associa-
tions contributed to the early development of racial preju-
dice .
These two studies provide the basis for a series of
studies using the Color Meaning Test and the Preschool
Racial Attitude Measure. The distinction between the two
10
measures was the association with the colors black and
white on a measure using animals and the straight-forward
association with human figures. From the initial studies
and throughout the series of studies there was evidence
that the three year span between three and five was critical
in the development of attitudes
. The positive and negative
adjectives were used consistently, adjectives were added
and dropped, as the actual number employed increased. High
associations between white and positive and black and nega-
tive were found with particular adjectives that remained
constant over the ten year series.
In the standardization study of the CMT II, Williams,
Boswell, and Best (1975) used twelve stimulus animal pic-
tures with twelve positive and twelve negative adjectives.
Twenty-four was the highest possible score. Black and
White subjects were examined, and showed mean scores of 14.8
and 17.1 respectively. The mean for the black subjects was
in the no bias category, the mean for the white subjects was
in the definite bias to the typical response category. This
indicated a high association with white and positive ad-
jectives and black with negative adjectives. Six out of ten
white children scored in the definite bias range, three out
of ten black children scored in this range.
The Preschool Racial Attitude Measure (PRAM II) stan-
dardization study (Williams et al . , 1975) employed twenty-
11
four stimulus pictures representing both sexes and a variety
of 3-9® levels. Twelve negative and twelve positive
adjectives were used. There were twenty-four racial atti-
tude items and twelve sex role fillers. Sixty percent of
the white subjects scored in the definite bias to the
typical, response category, while forty percent of the
black subjects showed this bias.
On both measures, data for age groups were not
presented, although the earlier studies found a significant
difference in the scores of three year olds and five year
olds. The standardization studies revealed a high percentage
of white subjects on both measures scored in the definite
bias category (typical response) . The investigators in
an effort to explore the basis for the evidenced bias in
young children conducted a study that explored the relation-
ship between color bias and children's response to light
and darkness (Boswell and Williams, 1975) . The CMT II and
the PRAM II were administered before the subjects played an
illumination game that measured the child's avoidance of
darkness. The mean scores on the CMT and PRAM were 18 and
19 respectively. The dark avoidance measure showed no
consistent results, nor did it correlate with either race
or color bias.
A similar type of perception study was employed by
Stabler, Berke and Baker (1969) . It was conducted in two
12
phases. A child was presented forty objects to place in
front of a smiling or frowning face. Several weeks later
the subjects were presented with a white and a black box
with the same objects in both. The objects selected had
positive and negative implied meanings and the child was
asked to select the box that contained the object. A
significant difference was found in the number of positive
objects guessed to be in the v/hite box. White subjects
selected the white box for the positive objects signi-
ficantly more than the negative objects for the white box.
The black subjects guessed the positive objects to be in
the white box and the negative objects to be in the white
box almost equally. The white subjects showed a greater
tendency to select the white box for the positive objects
and the researchers suggest that they also show more
evidence of negative racial attitudes than black children.
A study that explored the ability of preschool chil-
dren to discriminate between shades of color representing
black and white with green used as a control was conducted
by Katz (1973) . Subjects were told a story about a moon
trip and were asked to select between a pair of faces. For
half, the lighter faces were reinforced and for the other
half the darker face was reinforced. Both black and v/hite
children learned the reinforcement faster when the lighter
shade was being reinforced, black children learned the
reinforcement procedure at a significantly higher rate
13
than the white subjects and subjects had more difficulty
differentiating shades of the faces in the two groups
other than their own which was an original hypothesis
for the investigation. Katz, Sohn and Zalk (1976) conduct-
ed an inevestigation that explored children's perceptual
responses and their concurrent racial attitudes. The
subjects were second, fourth and sixth grade black and
white children. Five racial attitude tests were administered
initially and on the basis of these scores subjects were
classified as high or low prejudiced subjects. In the
second phase, subjects were presented facial pairs,
variations included color, shade, facial expressions, hair
types, etc. They were asked to indicate the pair that
was "alike as they can be" and "as different as they can
be." The results indicated that color differences were
found to be the most distinctive, shade cues were in the
next most prevalent category, and non-race cues such as
shape of eyebrows were least distinctive. This was true
for all age and racial groups. Highly prejudiced chil-
dren tended to select facial pairs according to color
and shade. The findings revealed a low correlation be-
tween the five measures used to assess racial attitudes.
This suggests that different attitudes were being measured.
These studies explored the relationship between children s
to the colors black and white and their subse-response
14
cju©nt associations with racial groups. Th© ov©rall
findings sugg©st that: young childr©n hav© a positiv©
association with th© color whit© and a n©gativ© associa-
tion with th© color black (Williams, 1966, 1967, 1975;
Stabler, 1969); whit© children also associate negative
adjectives with black people and positive adjectives
with white people significantly more than black chil-
dren (Williams, 1967, 1975); children tend to discriminate
better between shades of their own racial group than they
do with other groups (Katz, 1973); and highly prejudiced
children, regardless of age group, are most likely to use
racial cues to make distinctions between people (Katz,
1975) . These findings indicate that children during the
preschool years are aware of color and become more con-
scious of race as they grow older.
Racial Awareness vs Racial Attitudes
Racial awareness and racial attitudes are often
pursued as the same concept with the idea that measuring
one has implications for the other. Racial awareness is
the ability to differentiate between groups using perceptual
cues such as skin color and to classify people according
to their racial groups. On the other hand, racial atti-
tudes imply some evaluation of people based on their
membership in a particular racial group. As indicated by
15
the definitions, these concepts, though related are
Thus, research investigations have explored
both areas.
Stevenson and Stewart (1958) investigated the
response of Black and VJhite three to seven year old
children on four measures related to racial awareness and
racial attitudes. The purpose of the first measure was
for the subject to discriminate by selecting the figure
on the cards that was different. The second measure
consisted of puzzles divided into three pieces represent-
ing a Black and a White boy and girl, both of these were
racial awareness measures. The third task used dolls,
subjects were asked to identify by race and also to choose
a playmate. The final racial attitude measure utilized
incomplete stories and the subjects completed the story
by selecting a black or white figure. The results in-
dicated three year olds had difficulty completing the
four measures with any consistency, but that children's
ability to discriminate between the physical differences
of blacks and whites develops rapidly during the preschool
years. By ages 4, 5 and 6 children were well aware of
racial differences as assessed by the racial awarenes
measure.
Racial attitudes in previous studies were assessed
in terms of a child's acceptance and preference for certain
16
racial groups. Morland (1963, 1966)) made a distinction
botwGGn th© two constructs, racial acceptanc© rsf©rred
to a child's willingness to play with children of another
race or their own race, but it did not involve making a
choice between the two. On the other hand, racial preference
referred to a child making a choice between the two races.
He found that three year old white children accepted black
children ninety percent of the time, whereas five year olds
did sixty-eight percent of the time. In a study that
involved black and white children, Morland found that both
preferred to play with white children. However, when given
a choice, that is, a chance to accept a playmate of another
race, there was a lower percentage of rejecting the other
race. Thus, he concluded that preferring one race was not
necessarily rejecting the other.
McCandless and Hoyt (1961) in a study that investi-
gated the play preferences of Hawaiian and White children
using a time sampling technique during free play period,
found that children, especially boys, prefer companions of
their own sex. They also found that the two groups spent
a significant amount of their time with their own ethnic
group. The investigators suggest that this cleavage was
due to shared commonalities rather than prejudice.
Racial preferences were further explored by Kircher
and Furby (1971) . Black and white children, ages three.
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four and five, were studied to determine their preference
for skin color, hair texture and hair and eye color.
Drawings of children's faces were varied and shown to the
subjects in pairs, each pair varied one feature. Chil-
dren were tested individually and told to point to the
child that they would like to play with. The percentage
of typically black features were scored. Hair type and
skin color were the most frequent characteristics chosen.
The investigators suggest that is due to these features
being the most distinctive beween the two races. Four
and five year old white subjects showed a preference
for white skin and three year olds showed no preference.
Three and five year old black subjects showed no preference
and four year old black children showed a preference for
white skin. This study employed one measure, had a small
sample and confounded the data, there were five children
in each group., i.e., five black three year olds, five
white five year olds, etc., and the teachers for the three
and five year olds were black and the teacher for four
year olds was white. The finding that three and five year
old black children showed no preference and also had a
black teacher and the four year old group showed a preference
for white and had a white teacher invalidates the results.
Hagan and Watson (1968) gave black and white pre-
schoolers three choices in their preference study. Black,
18
Chinese and White photographs were used. The first
preference of both black and white subjects was white
playmates, followed by Chinese playmates. The investigators
suggest that the choice was made with regard to skin color
as opposed to race. The Chinese photographs were lighter
in hue and therefore were chosen over the black photo-
graphs
.
Racial stereotypes are a means of perpetuating racial
prejudice. When negative labels are attached to racial
groups, often they are subsequently applied to individuals
or associations to groups are made on the basis of their
stereotypes. Racial stereotypes show evidence of racial
attitudes. In an effort to determine the extent of
negative stereotypes of Negro people held by Black and White
elementary children, Taylor (1966) presented photographs
with black and white human figures in different types of
activities and the subjects were told a story that contain-
ed a stereotype about Negro people. They were told to
identify the person that the story was about. Both races
evidenced a high degree of negative stereotypes about Negro
people, six out of ten children for both races held these
stereotypes
.
Maykovich (1972) compared the racial images of Whites,
Blacks and Japanese Americans, as perceived by themselves
and the other two groups. Each racial group was composed
19
of middle-aged adults, college students and children.
Or^ly the data reported for the children will be discussed
here. The image that white children had of themselves
was being a leader and a star because they were nice,
smart, neat, pretty, well-dressed, etc. Black and Japanese
also viewed white children as nice, kind and fun to be
with. White children gave few negative traits when talking
about themselves. However, in white dominated schools,
sixty percent of the Black children and seventy-five
percent of the Japanese referred to whites as nasty,
conceited and crazy. Whites rarely referred to physical
differences. Black and Japanese made frequent references
to skin color. Black children in white dominated schools
were viewed by white children eighty-two percent of the
time to be smelly, dirty, stupid, stubborn, sly, noisy,
tough and aggressive. Only twenty-eight percent of these
types of comments were made in mixed schools by whites.
In white dominated schoools. Blacks described themselves
as good in music, sports and dancing. They also described
themselves as having bigger noses, lips and curly hair.
Japanese children showed much less prejudice to Blacks
than to White children. A third of the Japanese children
referred to Blacks as being good in sports and dancing,
while a third viewed them as lazy, ignorant and dumb.
children were viewed by all three groups as veryJapanese
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^ jr smairt, industrious and ambitious, Vory faw
negative views were expressed about Japanese in the white
dominated school and none in the mixed school. Neither
White nor Japanese referred to the physical differences,
Blacks referred to their physical differences as funny
and slanted eyes, skinny and short. Of the three age
groups involved in the study, middle-aged adults, college
students and children, the children were the only ones
that expressed derogatory racial stereotypes.
Many techniques that have been used to examine
racial attitudes and racial awareness in young children
have been criticized for their structured and forced-choice
methods. Porter (1971) designed a measure called the
"TV-story game" which utilized dolls and stage sets.
Subjects were told a story and given the opportunity to
make doll choices and to make up stories using the
props. Awareness and attitude measures were employed using
the dolls and stage sets. Both Black and White children
were attracted to the white dolls. Five year old children
of both races were found to have a definite idea about
racial differences. The selection of white dolls, accord-
ing to the investigator, indicated definite racial feelings
for most of the subjects.
Lerner and Schroedner (1975) compared three methods
of assessing racial attitudes in black and white children.
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The first one was forced-choice and similar to the
technique used in the CMT and PRAM. The second method used
the same instructions but had six to ten figures to choose
from rather than two. The third measure was an open-ended
interview in which children were asked general questions
about the Black and White dolls. The results from the
three methods were vastly different. The forced-choice
method showed the usual high percentage of the typical
response, the multi-alternative method had inconsistent
findings and most of the statements made by both groups
in the open interview were neutral. In a replication of
the open-interview method, Lerner and Buehrig (1975) had
almost identical findings. They concluded that children
do not express negative racial attitudes unless forced
to make a choice and then stereotypical responses are made.
Another possibility is that the questions employed in the
investigation were not sensitive enough to get consistent
responses
.
Ballard and Keller (1976) compared six measures of
racial awareness: the Clark and Clark line drawing tech-
j-j^iq-Q0 j 0 modified version of the Clark and Clark drawing
technique; Stevenson and Stewart doll technique; Morland
picture interview; Clark and Clark coloring technique and
the Morland validity check. The findings indicated a
consistent increase with age on five of the six measures.
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The exception was the doll technique. White children
showed a higher degree of racial awareness on all measures.
All of the measures had a low correlation with one another.
There is a paucity of research that employs behavioral
measures to assess racial attitudes in young children.
In an investigation that used a social distance scale
(Koslin, Amarel and Ames, 1969) which is defined as "the
actual linear distance between two figures," subjects
were given a test booklet which contained target figures.
They were told to use the decals that represented them-
selves and paste it anywhere on the sheet, according to the
description of the target figure. The subjects were second
graders and the measure was administered to a whole class
in a group. The white subjects placed themselves further
away from the black target figures than they did from the
white, but the findings also indicated that the subjects
in an integrated school placed the decals closer to each
other
.
Modification and Reinforcement Studies
Is it possible to change racial attitudes or color
and racial bias in children? Few research investigations
have pursued this question. Those that have tend to focus
on short-term direct reinforcement techniques. Based on
the earlier finding that preschool children were biased to
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the colors black and white, Williams and Edwards (1969)
designed an experiment with four treatment groups to
modify the children's response to the two colors. The
positive reinforcement group received candy for an atypical
response, i.e., black with positive and white with negative.
The negative reinforcement group inititally received thirty
pennies and lost two each time a typical response was given,
i.e., white with positive and black with negative. The
negative-positive group received candy and pennies for
playing the game and the controls received no reinforcement.
The CMT was administered pre and post. The modification
procedure weakened the children's response to white with
positive and black with negative and left them with no
consistent responses to the colors. There was no signi-
ficant difference found for the type of reinforcement.
In an effort to further determine whether racial
attitudes in Black and White preschoolers could be modified,
Spencer and Horowitz (1973) conducted a study that used a
mechanized puppet that dispensed marbles for reinforcement.
The puppet was either black or white according to the race
of the subject. If a child selected the typical response,
i.e., white with positive and black with negative, the ex-
perimenter would say that the puppet disagreed. However, if
the child selected the atypical response, i.e., black
with
positive and white with negative, the puppet would
drop a
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Th© r©sults indicated a significant decrease in
the typical response with the experimental groups and
after the second session there was a bias evidenced to
black with positive and white with negative.
Best, Smith, Graves and Williams (1975) designed
two studies to modify the typical response in black and
white preschool children. The first one involved the
PRAM being administered by a machine, those that evidenced
a high typical response were trained using a teaching
machine. There were two reinforcement groups. In one
group the machine advanced only if an atypical response
was given. In the other group children received a token
to trade later for candy if an atypical response was given.
There was a significant decrease in PRAI4 scores immediate-
ly following the session. No significant difference was
found for the type of reinforcement. However, when tested
a year later, the scores were lower than the initial
testing but showed a definite increase in bias since the
reinforcement.
The previous modification studies were conducted in
a laboratory setting. The following studies employed
special curriculums in actual preschool classrooms. Best,
Smith, Graves and Williams (1975) administered the PRAM
to Black and White kindergarteners and then divided them
One received a race related curriculuminto two classes.
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and one the regular preschool curriculum. The curriculum
was implemented two days a week, forty-five minutes each
day for eight weeks. Children were read a story related
to skin color or one with a positive Black hero; the
story was discussed and followed with an art activity
using only brown and black colors. Each session ended
with a child selecting a black or white can for a
surprise message. The black can had slips that said the
child would receive a piece of gum or candy, and the white
can had a neutral statement. Three weeks following the
treatment, the PRAM was readministered and the CMT was
also given. The experimentals showed no change as a
result of the curriculum.
The race related curriculum employed in the Best,
Smith, Graves and Williams (1975) study was modeled after
a study by Yancey (1972) ; it involved a variety of activities
that provided subjects with positive associations with the
color black and brown. The activities included stories
games and art as mentioned in the previous study. It in-
volved a class of white first grade children, with their
regular teacher for a thirty minute period over thirty
days. Another first grade class in the same school served
as the control group. The PRAM II consists of two series,
the first served as the pre test and the second as the
post
test. The highest possible score was twelve, the
experi-
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mentals on the pre test made a mean of ten out of twelve,
on the post test a mean of six out of twelve. The control
class had a mean of nine out of twelve with a slight
change on the post test. Although a decrease was found in
the scores on the pre and post test for the experimental
group, it was not statistically significant. The difference
in the scores for the experimental and control groups can
not be attributed to the special race curriculum, the
control group did not have the same teacher, thus the
difference could very well have nothing to do with the
curriculum but rather be a result of the particular teacher.
The study that employed the Yancey curriculum (Best
et al., 1975) but showed no change in the PRAM score,
attributed it to their study being in an experimental
setting and the Yancey study being in a regular classroom
with the regular teacher. Thus, it was the teacher not the
special race curriculum that was affecting the results.
A similar investigation found similar results.
Walker (1971) conducted a study to determine if reading
stories that portrayed Blacks in a positive manner would
modify the negative attitudes of Black and White kinder-
garteners toward Blacks. The two experimental groups
were read positive books about Blacks during their
regular
story period each day for six weeks . Both groups
showed
no significant change in the bias toward the
typical
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response as measured by pre and post PRAM scores. The
white subjects showed more bias than the Black subjects.
The researcher concluded that reading stories to children
by itself was not sufficient to modify racial attitudes.
Yawkey (1973) investigated the influences of
multi-ethnic social studies readings about Blacks on the
attitudes of seven year old white children in an urban
and rural setting. The children received an attitude
measure as a pre and post test. Both groups showed a
positive change in attitudes toward Blacks. However, the
rural group showed a statistically higher favorable
change toward Blacks. Proshansky (1966) stated that inter-
group contact could result in an increase or decrease in
intergroup prejudice. The author suggests that the dif-
ference in urban and rural subjects was due to the rural
subjects having no real contact with Blacks.
Yawkey and Blackwell (1974) in a similar study, in-
vestigated the influence of multi-ethnic readers on four
year old Black children's attitudes toward themselves and
whites. An attitude test was administered as a pre and
post test. Children listened to and discussed stories
for thirty consecutive days. There was a significant
change in attitudes as a result of the literature, p<.001.
The author strongly suggested that traditional preschool
curriculums be modified to include multi-ethnic literature
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on a daily basis.
Yerxa (1970) in a review of research that involved
children's attitudes toward foreign persons, stated
that "attitudes have a tendency to become more stable or
rigid with age
. . . thus education dutifully stamps in
stereotypes of ignorance concerning foreign people and their
purposes ..." He sought to identify some approaches that
would possibly be helpful in preparing children to live in
a world setting. According to Klineberg and Lambert
(Yerxa, 1970) children's early views of themselves influence
their views of foreigners. They found that children by
six tend to focus on the differences between people. The
author recommended that elementary schools introduce other
cultures to children early so that they can begin to under-
stand and identify with people of other countries.
This type of awareness is not developed by having
a unit on China once a year, nor is it developed by having
a special social studies curriculum during a child's second
grade school year. This awareness is a process that should
begin in the early childhood years, with introducing young
children to domestic as well as foreign cultures in pre-
school by incorporating the cultures into a daily multi-
cultural curriculum, not a special focus for a week.
Learn
ing the Mexican Hat Dance should not be the only
associa-
tion American children have with Mexican culture.
De-
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veloping an awareness and understanding of other cultures
should continue throughout the learning process of the child.
Curriculums that bombard children in an experimental setting
for four to six weeks are not likely to make a real im-
presssion on the attitudes of young children. Thus rein-
forcement and modification studies must be developed with
long-term goals and realistic expectations.
CHAPTER I I
METHOD
Subjects .
The sample consisted of thirty-two white preschool
children (eighteen females and fourteen males) who com-
prised the full day preschool group in the Child Develop-
ment Laboratories at the University of Connecticut. The
age range was thirty-seven months to seventy months. The
subjects were equally divided into a younger group, which
ranged from thirty-seven months to forty-nine months,
(mean age = forty months) and an older group, which ranged
from fifty months to seventy months, (mean age = fifty-
seven months) . Both groups consisted of nine females and
seven males. The age for each subject may be found in
Appendix G.
Experimenters .
Two white undergraduate females, both twenty-one
years old, and graduating seniors in Early Childhood,
administered the first three measures. In the Behavioral
Measure, one participated by reading the stories while the
other served as the observer. The investigator served as
the Black storyteller in the Behavioral Measure.
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Measures used .
Four measures were employed in this investigation;
1) the Color Meaning Test II developed by John Williams
et al
. , 2) the Preschool Racial Attitude Measure II also
developed by Williams e
t
a_l
. , 3) the Racial Perception
puzzles developed by the investigator and 4) the Behavioral
Indicator also developed by the investigator. Descriptions
of each of these measures follow.
Color Meaning Test (CMT) (Williams, Boswell and
Best, 1975) is a picture preference test that assesses
young children's attitudes toward the colors white and black.
It consists of twelve 8 x 10 photographs of twelve dif-
ferent animals. Each photograph has two identical animals,
one white and one black.
Twenty-four short stories were read to the subject,
twelve with negative evaluative adjectives and twelve with
positive evaluative adjectives. The CMT is scored by giv-
ing one point when the subject selected a white animal in
response to a positive adjective and one point when a black
animal was selected for a negative adjective. This defini-
tion was given bv the developer of the measure and is re-
ferred to as the "typical response." The score range was
0-24. The CMT was standardized with 160 White and Black
children ranging from forty to ninety-one months.
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A binomial distribution determined that the probability
was .03 that a child would by chance score seventeen or
above without having a bias to the typical response, nor
would a child score seven or below without having an a-
typical bias. Thus, a minimum score of seventeen was
indicative of a definite bias to white and positive and
black and negative and seven and less was indicative of a
bias to black and positive and white and negative. An
internal consistency was established r = .63.
Preschool Racial Attitude Measure II (PRAM) (Williams,
Best, Boswell, Mattson and Graves, 1975) is also a picture
reference measure that assesses young children's racial
attitudes by their responses to photographs of black and
white human figures. This measure consists of eighteen
8 X 10 photographs. Twelve showed identical black and
white figures with both sexes over a variety of age levels
represented. Six showed a male and a female of the same
color in the same position. These were used for sex-role
questions as a filler and as control for conceptual under-
standing .
The measure consisted of thirty-six items. Twenty-
four racial attitude items were employed by reading twenty-
four short stories with twelve negative and twelve positive
adjectives. These were the same adjectives employed in the
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CMT. The PRAM is scored by giving one point when a subject
selected a white human figure in response to a positive
adjective and a black human figure in response to a nega-
tive adjective. Both figures had dark hair, skin tone was
the only variance. The white figures had a pink tone and
the black figures a dark brown tone. The score range was
0-24, the sex-role items were not included. The PRAM
was standardized with 272 Black and White children ranging
from thirty-seven months to eighty-five months.
A binomial distribution determined that the proba-
bility was .03 that a child would by chance make a score
of 17, thus this score and higher was considered as show-
ing a definite bias to white and positive and black and
negative. The PRAM was divided into two equal series. An
internal consistency was established r = .80, test-retest
reliability was established r = .55.
SCORE RANGE - CMT II and PRAM II
Score Category
0-7 Definite Black +/White -
8-9 Probable Black +/White -
10-14 NO BIAS
15-16 Probable White +/Black -
17-24 Definite ^^ite +/Black -
The Racial Perception Puzzles (RPP) is a variation
of the Williams and Renninger (1966) puzzle interview, de-
veloped by the investigator. The RPM consists of three
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wooden 8 x 10 inch puzzles in 10 x 12 inch frames
. One
depicts a Black family, one a White family and one a
Chinese family. All are sitting at a table eating a meal.
Each family consists of a boy, a girl, a woman, and a man.
For each racial group, the boy, girl, woman and man puzzle
piece were the same shape in the identical position with
the sane color or clothing. The only variation made was
in the color of the hair and skin and in the facial features.
Photographs of the three puzzles may be found in Appendices
S through W.
The RPM is divided into four tasks. Racial grouping -
in this task the child was presented with one family member
already in the frame for each racial group. The child was
then offered the three racial groups for each family member
and asked to select those to join the one already in the
frame. Only one family was assembled at a time. The
pieces were removed before beginning the next family. The
second task was Discrimination - a child was presented with
a puzzle with all of the pieces in place. However, one of
the family members was from a different racial group than
the other three . The child was asked to indicate the one
that was different. The third task was Racial Identification
- in this task the child was presented with the appropriate
puzzle pieces representing the three racial groups and
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asked to identify a specific one. The final task was
Preference — the child was asked to select the puzzle
pieces according to his own preferences. Specific instruc-
tions for this measure appear in Appendix E.
Behavioral Indicator . This was a measure designed
by the investigator to determine the observed response
obtained by using a Black Storyteller and a I-^hite Story-
teller in an experimental situation. A VThite female and
a Black female, both with extensive experience in working
with preschool children read three stories. They were:
Pet Show by Ezra Keats, a story about a group of Black
children entering a pet show; Tikki Tikki Tembo by Arlene
Mosel, a story about two Chinese boys, a folk tale of why
Chinese people have short names and Tico and the Golden
Wings bv Leo Lionni, a story about a bird that gets
magical golden wings. These three books were rated by a
group of preschool teachers as being of high interest to
young children. Each story was approximately ten minutes,
the observation was for thirty minutes. Both storytellers
had sixteen children.
The experimental setting consisted of a sofa, eighty
inches in length, placed in a testing room with a one-way
mirror. The reader sat in the middle of the sofa, which
was marked by a strip of tape. Six and twelve inches
were
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marked on oach side of the storyteller to aid the observer
in estimating distance. Two children were brought to the
testing room and introduced to the storyteller. The
storyteller greeted the children and told them that she
had three stories to read to them and opened the first book.
The children were observed for thirty minutes. The
observer initially noted where each child sat in relation-
ship to the storyteller. The thirty minute observation
was divided into six five minute observations. The obser-
ver recorded the following behaviors of each child as they
took place during the observation; 1) how many inches separa-
ted the child from the storyteller, 2) where did the child
touch the storyteller and when, 3) verbalizations made and
specifically what was said, 4) the child's involvement in
the story and 5) where the child was looking. Each ob-
servation was then coded by the experimenters according
to five categories; the average distance away from the
storyteller; the number and description of touches made;
the amount of involvement; the number and description of
verbalizations and where the child was looking.
For a reliability check, two observers observed the
same four children with the Black storyteller and with the
White storyteller. After the observations, they coded
Interrater reliability was calculated as.the responses.
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Number of Behaviors Coded the Same by Both Observers
Total Number of Behaviors Coded by Either Coder
This calculation yielded a reliability index of .88
( 212 /240 )
.
The thirty minute observation, divided into six
five minute observations was coded for the five categories.
Each subject had thirty responses, six for each category.
The first one, average distance from the storyteller, was
coded in inches for each five minute interval. The second
category was touching
,
which consisted of touching the
storyteller's shoulder or chest; touching her arm, or her
leg. If no touch was m.ade during the interval, a zero
was recorded. The third category involvement , was defined
as the child listening to and following the story as indi-
cated by looking at the page. The quality of involvement
was not rated, rather a subject was either coded as being
involved or not involved. The fourth category was verbali -
zations and was coded when the child made comments about
himself, about the story, about the reader, about the
environment. Zero was recorded if the child did not ver-
balize during the interval. The final category was looking,
which indicated whether the child was looking at the book,
at the storyteller or at the environment. The coding form
used for this measure can be found in Appendix F.
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The stories were read to the children in pairs. How-
ever, the observed noted each child's separate responses.
The rate of response was such that accurate recording could
be done for each subject.
Procedures .
The four measures were administered in the following
order: Color Meaning Test, Preschool Racial Attitude
Puzzles, Racial Perception Measure, and Behavioral Indi-
cator .
A testing room across the hall from the child's class-
room was used for administering each measure. For the first
three tasks the room contained a table taken from the pre-
school classroom and two small chairs. The child was taken
from the classroom to the testing room. The experimenter
established rapport with the child and after sitting in one
of the chairs, said when administering the CMT and PRAM,
"I-^hat I have here are some pictures I'd like to show you
and stories to go with each one. I want you to help me
by pointing to the one in each picture that the story is
about. Here, I'll show you what I mean." (VJilliams, 197 5)
(See Appendix B)
.
The initial contact with the subject was the same
for the Racial Perception Puzzles. However, after
both
were seated in the testing room, the experimenter
said.
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"I have a puzzle game to play with you, have you ever
played with puzzles? Well, I would like for you to help
me to do these." Then the child was given the directions
according to the four tasks.
For the Behavioral Indicator, the observer brought
the children in pairs to the testing room and the story-
teller was already seated on the middle of the sofa. The
observer introduced the two children to the storyteller
and went to the observation booth. After greeting the
children the storyteller showed them the three books and
began reading the first story. Both storytellers were in-
structed to read the three stories in the order indicated
and to keep their body movements constant. The reader sat
with her arms at her side holding the book directly in
the center of her body.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Four measures were employed in this investigation:
Color Meaning Test II; Preschool Racial Attitude Measure
II; Racial Perception Puzzles; and the Behavioral Indicator.
The results from this study are presented in response
to the problems to be investigated. Unless otherwise stated
a 2 (age group) x2 (race of storyteller) v/as performed for each
of the measures employed.
(1) Do White preschoolers have a positive associa-
tion with the color white and a negative association with
the color black? If so, does this association change as
the child gets older? Is this color connotation applied
or related to racial groups?
On the CMT II, a measure that determines a child's
bias to the colors white and black by using black and white
animals, the findings indicate that fifteen of the thirty-
two subjects scored in the 17-24 range, which according to
the developer indicates a definite bias to white v/ith
positive and black with negative. Twelve subjects scored
in the 10-14 range which indicates no bias.
The grand
mean (n=32) was 16.41 a score that indicates
a probable bias
40
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Table 1
Analysis of Variance of CMT II by Age Group
and Race of Storyteller
Source F
*
Age group (A) 87.08 1 4.45
Race (R) 6.33 1 .32
A X R 1.39 1 .07
Error 547.46 28
p <, 04
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to white with positive and black with negative. The
mean for the younger and older group and the standard
deviation for the total group may be found in Appendix H.
As shown in Table 1 an analysis of variance of the
CMT II indicated that the main effect for the age group
was significant. F(l,28) = 4.45, p<.05. There were no
significant effects for the race of the storyteller.
The interaction was not significant. The individual
scores ranged from seven to twenty-four, a frequency
distribution of the scores can be found in Appendix I.
The score range and the category on the CMT II can be
found in Appendix J. The findings indicate an increase in
the association of white with positive and black with
negative as the children get older.
Examination of the PRAM II, a similar measure that
used black and white human figures indicated that thirteen
of the thirty-two scored in the definite bias to white
with
positive and black with negative category. Thirteen
sub
jects also scored in the no bias category. The grand
mean was 16.13, a score that indicates a
probable bias
to the typical response. The mean for the
younger and
older groups and the standard deviation for
the total group
may be found in Appendix H.
Table 2 shows an analysis of variance
of the PRAM II
•
There were no significant main or
interaction effects The
scores ranged from nine to twenty-four, A frequency
distribution can be found in Appendix K. The score range
and category on the PRAM II can be found in Appendix L.
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According to the findings on the CMT II and PRAM II,
the subjects had a significantly higher association of the
typical response with the colors black and white on the
measure that used animals—the CMT II, than their response
on the PRAM, a measure that used human figures.
(2) When do children begin to develop stereotypical
association with racial groups?
On the PRAM II, the subjects made twelve typical
responses that fell into what the investigator determined
to be the high response category. Appendix M indicates those
adjectives where at least seventy percent of the responses
were typical, twenty—three to twenty-eight out of thirty-
two or seventy-two to eighty-eight percent. Five of these
twelve responses were also in the high response category
on the CMT; clean and pretty with white and dirty, ugly
and bad with black.
(3) How do preschool children respond to tasks
measuring different aspects of racial awareness? Viill
the
younger and older group vary in their response
to the tasks?
The RPM consisted of four tasks: Racial
grouping,
Discrimination; Racial Identification and Preference.
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Table 2
Analysis of Variance of PRAM II by Age Group and Race
of Storyteller
Source SS F
Age Group (A) 31.50 1 2.03
Race (R) 7.87 1 . 51
A X R 5.79 1 .37
Error 433.71 28
Frequencies will be the only data reported for this
measure. A comparison will be made with the younger
and older groups.
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On the first task. Table 3 indicates the frequencies
of the number of times the two age groups were able to
group the White, Black and Chinese families correctly.
There were a considerable number of incorrect responses
on this task. An unexpected difference was found between
the two groups: the younger group had the higher number
of correct responses, sixty-five, while the older group
had fifty. The difference was made on the Black family
where the younger group made thirteen more correct
responses. On the White and Chinese family there was a
difference of one point in favor of the younger group.
On the second task, the subjects were asked to select
the one that was different in the family. Table 4
indicates
how the two groups responded on the six items in
this
category. Although there were many incorrect
responses,
the older group had a higher number of correct
responses
with a score of forty-six, while the younger
group had
twenty-nine
.
The third task was racial identification.
Forty-
four percent of the younger group
selected the white girl
or boy as the one that looked like
them, fifty-six of the
older group selected the white boy
or girl. Fifty percent
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of the younger group could identify the Black woman,
seventy-five percent of the older group could identify
the Black woman. Twenty- five percent of the younger
group could identify the Chinese man, while thirty-one
percent of the older group could identify him. Twenty-
five percent of the younger group could identify the white
boy and seventy percent of the older group could identify
him. Seventy-four percent of the younger group could
identify a Black person, thirty-seven percent could
identify a Chinese person and sixty-eight percent could
identify a white person. In the older group, sixty-nine
could identify a Black person, forty-four could identify
a Chinese person and seventy-five could identify a White
person. Overall on this racial identification task, the
older group evidenced a significantly higher percentage
of correct responses and subjects were able to identify
Black and White figures more often than the Chinese
figures.
on the preference task, the first item was to
select
two children with whom they would like to play;
the younger
group preferred the black girl and the white
girl, thirty-
one and thirty-eight percent respectively,
the older group
preferred the black boy and the white boy
thirty-one and
thirty-eight percent respectively. On the
next item twenty
five percent of the younger group
selected the white boy as
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the child that they did not want to play with, the older
group selected the white girl thirty-one percent. Thirty-
eight percent of the younger group selected the white
lady as the lady they liked and the older group also se-
lected the white lady forty-four percent.
(4) VJill the behavioral response of v;hite pre-
schoolers to a Black storyteller be distinguishable from
the response to a White storyteller? Will the age group
make a difference and specifically: will the children sit
closer to one storyteller, v/ill they touch one more, will
they verbalize more with one and will they be more involved
with or following the story more with one?
The Behavioral Indicator consisted of five categories:
the average distance from the storyteller; touching, ver-
balization; involvement and looking.
In the average distance category, the subjects sat
closer to the VThite storyteller. Table 5 shows an analysis
of variance of the average distance from the storyteller.
The age group was not significant, the race of the storyteller
was significant at the p<.05 level. The interaction was
not
significant. The grand mean was 5.79 inches, the standard
deviation was 7.67. The means for the younger and
older
group with the Black storyteller and White
storyteller can
be found in Appendix N.
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Table 5
Analysis of Variance of Average Distance
from the Storyteller by the
Age Group and Race of the Storyteller
Source F
Age Group (A) 74.23 1 1.50
Race (R) 240.17 1 4.86*
A X R 36.03 1 .73
Error 1384.52 28
*p = .04
I
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In the touch category. Table 6 shows an analysis of
variance of the average number of touches. There was a
highly significant difference in the number of touches for
the storytellers. The main age effect and interaction were
not significant. The grand mean was 2,47 and the standard
deviation was 2,63, The means for the younger and older
group with the Black and White storytellers can be found
in Appendix 0. The category of the touches is also included.
In the involvement category. Table 7 shows an analysis
of variance of the number of times out of six intervals
that the subjects were involved with the story. The main
effects showed no significant difference between the age
groups nor the race of the storyteller. The interaction
was significant at the p<.05 level. Inspection of the
cell means revealed a decrease in the amount of involvement
as the subjects got older with the Black storyteller.
(The younger group had a mean of 5.43 and the older group
a mean of 4.22.) It also revealed an increase in involve-
ment with age when with the v;hite storyteller (the younger
group had a mean of 5,0 and the older group a mean of
5.85). See Appendix P.
In the verbalization category. Table 8 shows an
analysis of variance of the number of verbalizations by
the
age groups and the race of the storyteller.
Subjects made
more verbalizations to the White storyteller. The
main
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance of Number of Touches
by Age Group and Race of the Storyteller
Source SS F
Age Group (A) .179 1 .032
*
Race (R) 57.68 1 10.37
A X R .262 1 .057
Error 155.75 28
*p < .003
j
I
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Table 7
Analysis of Variance of Amount of Involvement by
by Age Group and Race of the Storyteller
Source SS F
Age Group (A) .240 1 .13
Race (R) 2.86 1 1.60
A X R 8 . 38 1 4.68*
Error 50.13 28
*P < .04
I
I
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Table 8
Analysis of Variance of Number of Verbalizations
by Age Group and Race of the Storyteller
Source SS F
Age Group (A) 4.11 1 1.02
Race (R) 23.36 1 5.78*
A X R 5.47 1 1.35
Error 113.11 28
*p < .02
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effects showed no significant difference between the age
groups. The race of the storyteller was significant at
the p =<.02 level. The interaction was not significant.
The grand mean was 2 . 97 and the standard deviation was
2.19. The means for the Black storyteller, White story-
teller, younger and older group can be found in Appendix
Q. The categories of the verbalizations are also indicated.
In the last category, looking, the results are pre-
sented according to the following areas: looking at the
reader; looking at the story and looking at the environment.
Appendix R indicates the mean number of times out of six
that the subjects were looking at the reader; at the story
book and at the environment for both storytellers. The
three categories add up to six times. The grand mean of
the times looking at the reader was 1.37. The grand mean
of the number of times looking at the story was 3.81 and
the grand mean for looking at the environment was .81.
Subjects looked at the Black storyteller, significantly more
than they looked at the White storyteller, and they looked
at the story significantly more with the White storyteller
than with the Black one. Table 9 indicates a significant
difference in the mean number of times that the subjects
looked at the two storytellers and the mean number of
times
they looked at the story with both storytellers.
Test
Looking
Category
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(5) Will there be a correlation between the subject's
behavioral response and other variables present in the
study? What variables will be significantly correlated in
the investigation?
There were no significant correlations between the be-
havioral response of the subjects and other variables ex-
amined in the study. There were two highly significant
negative correlations found between the average distance from
the storyteller and the average number of touches, r = -58,
p<.01; and the average distance from the storyteller and the
amount of involvement r = -60, p<.01. Thus, an increase in
the distance from the storyteller had an obvious decrease
in the number of touches and an increase in the distance
from the storyteller showed a decrease in the amount of
involvement. There was another highly significant correla-
tion between the average nimber of touches and the amount of
involvement, r = .51, p<.01. The number of verbalizations was
significantly correlated at the p<.05 level, r = .39 with the
average distance from the storyteller and also with the amount
of involvement.
The PRAM II and the CMT II had a correlation of r
= .45,
p<.05. No significant correlations were found between
these
measures and other variables in the correlation
matrix.
CHAPTER I V
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this investigation was to assess
racial awareness and racial attitudes in white preschoolers
by employing a variety of techniques. The behavioral
measure was an attempt to examine children's actual be-
havior in relationship to their attitudes.
An examination of the psychological literature on
color bias and young children over the last decade indicates
if children are given a choice between black and white,
they evidence a bias toward white with a positive associa-
tion and a bias toward black with a negative association.
Williams (1966, 1967, 1975) in a series of studies that
employed a picture preference research technique, with
black and white animals and black and white human figure
drawings, found that white preschool children evidence a
significant bias to the typical response, i.e., white
and positive, black and negative. He found that on the CMT
the measure employing black and white animals as well as
on the PRAM, the measure employing black and white human
drawings that sixty percent of the white subjects evidence
this bias.
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In this investigation, the subjects made a mean score
of 16.41 on the CMT and a mean of 16.13 on the PRAM.
Both of these scores fell in the probable bias category.
The standardization studies for both measures omitted
information on age groups although the initial investiga-
tion employing these two measures found the age difference
to be statistically significant
.
(Renninger and Williams,
1966; Williams and Roberson, 1967.) On the CMT in this
study, an age group difference was found to be significant
at the p <.05 level. However, on the PRAM II the difference
in age groups was not significant. The older group on both
measures was found to score in the definite bias to the
typical response category. 18.13 was the mean for the CMT
and 17.. 9 was the mean on the PRAM. This finding suggests
a probable increase in color bias as the child gets older.
The CMT and PRAM had a correlation of r = .45,
p < .05, in this investigation. These measures did
not
evidence a high correlation and was considerably less than
other reported correlations of these two measures. Boswell
and Williams (1975) found the two measures to have a
correlation of r = .76. The low correlation found in this
study might suggest that they were assessing different
senti
ments in preschool children. Neither of the measures
was
found to significantly correlate with other variables
in the
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study. The lack of correlation of these two measures
with other racial attitude and awareness measures is con-
sistent with previous research. (Williams and Morland,
1976.)
One of the purposes of this study was to ascertain
the relationship between the actual behavior of young chil-
dren and attitudes expressed on measures such as the CMT
and PRPdVI. No relationship was found between the five cate-
gories on the Behavioral Indicator and these two standar-
dized measures. Researchers have criticized these measures
because of their forced-choice technique (Lerner, 1975)
.
However, the investigator views the means in which the scores
are interpreted as the primary caution to take. In in-
terpreting these results, absolute judgments about racial
attitudes should be avoided. On both measures, however,
the mean score suggested a high prevalence of children
choosing the typical response. Regardless of the two choice
nature of these measures subjects made consistent associa-
tions v/ith the colors black and white and it was these
consistencies which were of interest to the investigator.
An analysis of the frequency data on these measures
found distinct adjectives with a high percentage of typical
responses. The adjectives that had over seventy percent
of typical responses were noted. Seven
adjectives on the
CMT and twelve adjectives on the PRAM fell in the high
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response category. There were five that were found on both
measures: pretty and clean with white; and bad, dirty,
and ugly with black. Even in a study that opposed the
forced-choice method and employed a multi-alternative
method (Lerner, 1975) and got no consistent findings, the
responses to clean-dirty and pretty-ugly were prominent
and with the typical association.
Although researchers have not been able to determine
unequivocally what causes this bias in young children,
the evidence is clear that somewhere in the socialization
process or the experiential base of these young children
unidentified factors contribute to this bias. As mentioned
earlier the manner in which the scores are interpreted is
critical
.
Determining that because there was evidence of color
bias, thcit this was a definite indication of bias to racial
groups or racial prejudice would be a premature interpret! on
of these results. More information is needed to draw firm
conclusions
.
On the RPP the findings suggest that children, as
they get older, are becoming more racially aware. This
was evidenced on the task that asked them to identify
particular racial groups. Of the four tasks, the highest
number of correct responses were made on the
identification
task. This task indicated some awareness of
racial groups
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which could suggest that in the measure that employed
black and white human figures, the PRAM, that subjects
were making actual associations to racial groups. For
example, seventy-five percent of the older group could
identify a Black woman. One of the racial attitude items
on the PRAM asked subjects to select from a white woman
and a black woman the one that was nice. Twenty-six of
the thirty-two subjects (see Appendix M) selected the
white woman. Also, on the behavioral measure, there was
a significant difference in how close subjects got to the
black female storyteller, as well as how much they touched
her and especially the amount of verbalizations made with
her.
The findings on the RPM also suggest an increase in
the ability of white preschoolers to identify groups with
age, especially black and white groups. The children evi-
denced a low awareness of Chinese people. There were some
general problems with the puzzle measure. The measure,
however, was designed so that the puzzle solving varia-
bility in children would not be a factor. Stevenson and
Stewart (1958) found that young children had difficulty
completing tasks of this nature. Subjects showed the most
difficulty in distinguishing the Chinese pieces from
the
White pieces and also the Chinese from the Black
ones.
Photographs of the puzzles, and examples of the
tasks may
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be found in Appendices S through VJ, Only the facial
features and skin and hair color were varied. Children
do evidence awareness of racial cues and in many instances
are possibly confused by differences that they see. One
child when asked to select the one that looked like her,
hesitated and finally selected the Chinese girl and verbali-
zed that "My hair looks like this, not that" (pointing to
the white girl with blonde hair) . This suggested an aware-
ness on her part as far as color of skin however she made
the distinction and thus based her self identification
choice on the color of the hair. Previous investigations
that used puzzles only used black and white human figures.
One of the purposes of the task was to ascertain the aware-
ness that preschool children had about another non-white
racial group. Children evidenced a low awareness of the
Chinese and confused them with both Blacks and Whites.
These results suggest a possible need for providing learning
experiences to preschool children that facilitate their
awareness of other cultural groups. Maykovich (1972) in-
vestigated racial images of Black, White and Japanese
people, held by elementary-age children, college students
and middle-aged adults and found that there was a higher
evidence of racial stereotypes with children than the
other two age groups. This exemplifies the need for intro-
ducing children in preschool to other cultures and racial
groups.
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Stereotypical associations with racial groups ex-
pressed by elementary-aged children could have begun with
simple unfamiliarity with racial groups. For example, on
the PRAM, children evidenced a possible high stereotypical
association with racial groups. Twenty-eight subjects
selected the little white boy as the clean one, twenty-five
selected the little black girl as the dirty one, twenty-
three selected the little white girl as the pretty one and
twenty-four selected the little black girl as the ugly one.
One of the purposes of this investigation was to ascertain
the level of awareness already present in white preschoolers
so that an effective curricula might address these needs.
A child, for example, might express sentiments that purport
negative associations, when in fact what is really felt is
unfamiliarity. An expression that a particular person was
ugly could very well mean relatively rather than absolutely
or that the person had visual differences that were un-
familiar to him. For example, on the behavioral measure one
of the verbalizations made to the black storyteller as the
child entered the room was "You smell funny, that's a poo
poo
smell." This comment was made as soon as the child
noticed
the person and could have been really an expression
that the
person had perceptual differences that were
unfamiliar to
him.
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Thus, as teachers of young children, if these early
associations are ignored or not addressed, in a sense these
premature attitudes might be nourished and as a result
tend to flourish as the child matures. Children have to be
socialized to discern differences without giving them
evaluative meanings.
The Behavioral Indicator was an attempt to determine
whether there was a relationship between children’s express-
ed attitudes on other measures in the investigations and
their observed behavior. The experimental situation was
designed so that the subjects would be in a familiar and non-
threatening situation. Listening to stories for preschoolers
is one of the daily routine activities. Even though it v;as
an experimental situation, the subjects were accustomed to
qoing to the testing room to listen to stories while seated
on a sofa. It is also a general practice for children
hearing stories in small groups to sit close to the reader
so that they can look at the pages. When teachers read to a
large group they tend to hold the book up high so that chil-
dren can face the book and all can see. The purpose of the
behavioral measure was to observe children in a familiar
activity to determine if they responded differently
to a
white storyteller than to a black storyteller.
There were
five categories on the behavioral measure.
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The RPP consisted of four tasks: Racial grouping,
Discrimination, Identification and Preference. Overall,
the subjects had difficulty completing the tasks. On the
racial grouping, an unexpected difference was found in the
younger group making more correct responses than the older
group. The older group was able to discriminate better
than the younger group and was also able to identify
racial groups better than the younger group; no consistent
findings were found on the preference task.
On the Behavioral Indicator, a black and a white
storyteller were employed and a significant difference was
found in the way subjects responded to the storytellers.
Overall, the subjects sat closer to the white storyteller,
touched the white one significantly more, made more verbali-
zations to the white storyteller and looked at the book
while listening to the story with the white storyteller
more than they looked at the storyteller or the environment.
Subjects were found to have evidence of racial aware-
ness and some possible evidence of the development of racial
attitudes. Research studies with elementary-aged children
have indicated a definite occurrence of racial
attitudes;
for these reasons preschools have a responsibility
to provide
children with experiences that will accentuate
the healthy
development of positive intergroup attitudes.
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The first one was the average distance that the
subject sat from the reader. The reader sat in the middle
of the sofa. A likely and common seating arrangement would
have been for each child in the dyad to sit on each side of
the storyteller. With the white experimenter, fifteen of
the sixteen subjects sat in this manner. One subject, however,
sat on the other side of the child sitting next to the reader
and was approximately twenty-four inches away. On the other
hand, there were six instances that subjects did not sit on
either side of the storyteller. One child chose to sit on
the other side of the child sitting next to the storyteller.
Duringe last ten minutes of the observation the child got
up and moved to the other side of the reader, approximately
nine inches away. Two subjects after entering the room,
pulled two chairs across the room over in front of the sofa
and said that they would listen to the stories from there.
One of the children then climbed on top of a barrel and looked
down at the story book. By the end of the thirty minute
observation both had moved to the sofa and were sitting on
the back of the sofa over the storyteller's head, looking
down
at the book. Another subject sat on the arm of the sofa and
looked over toward the book, then moved to the
back of the sofa
and finally back down to the arm with one foot
resting on the
floor. Thus, as presented in the results, there
was a sig-
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nificant difference in the number of inches that the subjects
sat from the black storyteller than from the white story-
teller. The mean difference from the white storyteller was
2.84 inches and for the black storyteller 8.74 inches. The
anova revealed a difference due to the race of the story-
teller which was significant p<. 05. No attempts were made
to determine absolute judgements about the racial attitudes
of the subjects but rather an inference was suggested that
the behavior of the subjects expressed in the distance that
they sat from the storyteller indicated some degree of
racial awareness. The average distance that the subjects
sat from the storyteller influenced the other four categories.
There was a significant difference in the amount of
touches made with both storytellers, p<. 01. The black
storyteller had a mean number of 1.13 touches and the white
storyteller a mean of 3.81 touches. There were thirty-one
touches to the shoulder/chest for the white storyteller;
this category was viewed as the most intimate of the three.
Arm and leg were the other two. Only two shoulder/chest
touches were made with the black storyteller.
The involvement category found no significant main
effects. The definition of involvement was loosely defined
and possibly affected the results. Involvement was defined
as the subject listening to and looking at the storybook.
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The mean number of times that the subjects were involved out
of six opportunities was 4.75 for the black storyteller and
5.37 for the white storyteller. Although the main effects
for the age group and race of the storyteller were not sig-
nificant, the interaction between the two was significant.
The subjects with the black storyteller showed a decrease
in the amount of involvement with an increase of age; how-
ever, with the white storyteller, there was an increase of
involvement as the age increased. This finding suggests that
the younger group with the black storyteller was less aware
of the racial difference than the older group and thus more
involved.
Verbalization was the fourth category. There was a
significant difference in the number and nature of the
verbalizations made to the black storyteller and the white
storyteller. The grand mean of the number of verbalization
was 2.97, the black storyteller had a mean of 2.0 and
the
white reader a mean of 3.9. Most of the verbalizations
made
to both readers by both age groups was about
the stories.
Six verbalizations were made to the white reader
-about
themselves." No verbalizations were made in
this category
to the black storyteller; however, four
verbalizations were
made to the black storyteller "about the
reader. One
female with the black storyteller made
this coimnent during
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the first story, "You know what, you're brown, just like
him (pointing to a boy in the book)
,
you know some people
are brown and some people are white (storyteller nodded and
continued), you're brown and I'm white and my mama said
brown people came from Africa because the white people
took them." This subject was five years old.
- The last category was where the child was looking.
In seventy-eight out of ninety-six intervals, the subjects
with the white reader were looking at the story. The mean
for the white storyteller was 4.90; however, for the black
storyteller the subjects were looking at the story forty-four
out of ninety-six times, the mean was 2.80. In this cate-
gory, the subjects were coded for either looking at the
story, looking at the storyteller or looking at the en-
vironment, thus each subject had six entries and each group
ninety—six. An unexpected difference was the number of times
that the subjects were looking at the storyteller. Thirty-
six out of ninety-six times, the subjects were looking at
the black storyteller and eight times out of ninety-six,
they were looking at the white storyteller. A "t" test
found the difference between the means for both looking
at
the story and looking at the reader to be significant
at the
p<.01 level. Subjects seemed to be curious about the
black
storyteller and even though they were following
the story,
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they looked back and forth from the book to the storyteller;
this suggests that there was some awareness of difference.
There were no significant corrrelations between the
behavioral responses and other measures utilized in the
investigation. The most significant correlations were within
the categories of the behavioral measure. There were no
correlations found between the four measures utilized in
this investigation. This was consistent with other investi-
gations that employed a variety of racial awareness and
racial attitude measures (Ballard and Keller, 1976).
Summary
To assess racial attitudes and racial awareness in white
three to five year olds, four measures were employed: The
Qolor Meaning Test; Preschool Racial Attitude Measure;
Racial Perception Measure and the Behavioral Indicator.
The first two measures found a high evidence of negative
associations with black animals and black human figures and
a positive association with white animals and white human
figures. On the CMT, there was a significant increase
in the
bias to the typical response as the subjects got older; on
the PRAM the age difference was not significant.
Subjects
were found to consistently associate particular
adjectives
with white and black and they were identified
as possible
contributors to later stereotypical images
of racial groups.
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The behavioral measure represents a starting point
for determining the relationship between children's be-
havior and their attitudes. The correlations between the
four measures were not significant. This finding was con-
sistent with other studies that employed more than one
racial attitude/awareness measure.
Implications
The purpose of this investigation was to probe
racial awareness and racial attitudes in preschoolers in
an effort: (1) to determine the relationship between their
behavior and their attitudes; (2) to establish behavioral
criteria that would assist in designing further behavioral
investigations; and (3) to procure information that would
aid in the development of more meaningful and effective
multi-cultural curricula for young children.
No significant relationship was found between the four
measures employed in this investigation. The two stan-
dardized measures evidenced a significant color bias in the
study population. The behavioral measure revealed a sig-
nificant difference in the behavior evidenced with a black
storyteller and that found with a v/hite storyteller.
Although the three measures showed no significant
correla-
tions, the racial attitude measures, CMT and
PRAM evidenced
a possible bias to the black and white
figures and animals.
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The behavioral measure evidenced a significant difference
in the response to the black storyteller and the white
storyteller. It would be premature to assume that their
difference of behavior was due to their color bias, but
it offers a starting point for determining the relationship
between children's behavior and their attitudes.
Three of the categories in the behavioral measure
showed a significant difference due to the race of the
storyteller. These categories were: The Average Distance
from the storyteller; the Number of Touches made; and the
Number of Verbalizations made. Distance, Touching and
Verbalizations could be used as criteria for designing a
study that looked at the actual behavior of preschool chil-
dr0n in a setting with at least two racial groups of chil—
(jren represented. For example, how close do children choose
to play together; is touching (hugging, holding, etc.) more
prevalent between the two groups, v/ithin the two groups,
etc., and what types of verbalizations are made between the
two groups and within the two groups.
Children were found to have some prevalent associations
with the colors black and white that could possibly
lead to
later stereotypical associations with racial
groups. One
possible way of providing children with experiences
that
the healthy development of positive inter-would accentuate
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group attitudes and help to alleviate the onset of racial
prejudice would be to provide learning experiences that
introduce other cultures, groups, peoples, etc.
The rationale for this endeavor would be the re-
search findings which suggest that children by eight have
firmly established racial perceptions and/or attitudes.
It also suggests that children by three and particularly
during their fourth and fifth year are conscious of other
groups and the differences they perceive. Thus, if they
are provided with learning experiences that help them to
understand and value differences, later stereotypical
associations may be lessened. Trager (1952) stated;
Children learn what they live; in a culture
which practices and condones prejudice, one
behaves and thinks with prejudice. If children
0^2*0 -j-Q i0a.rn new ways of behaving, more democratic
ways, they must be taught new behavior and new
values
,
Subjects were also found to have a low awareness of another
non-white group; Asian and other non-white groups should
be introduced to children during the preschool years.
Limitations
This study is presented as an exploratory
investiga-
tion of racial awareness and racial attitudes
in preschool
children. Few studies have focused on the
actual behavior
of children, thus the behavioral measure
was an attempt to
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determine the relationship between children's behavior and
their attitudes expressed on other measures in the study.
Some of the limitations of this study as perceived
by the investigator are:
(1) A larger study population would have strengthened
the findings in the behavioral measure. An in-
crease in the number of children would have pro-
vided three separate age groups, i.e., a three,
four and five year old group instead of a younger
and older group ranging from three to five years.
(2) A design which required subjects to interact
with both storytellers in the behavioral measure
would have also strengthened the finding of the
differences in behaviors observed, i.e., if dis-
tinct differences were consistently observed be-
tween the storytellers for the same subjects then
^]^0 i^ace of the storytellar could be determined
the probable cause.
(3)
The portrayals of the three families on the mea-
sure that used puzzles were possibly confusing to
the subjects and helped to confound the tasks.
The findings are offered as an initial attempt
at re-
lating children's behavior to their attitudes,
and as a basis
for further behavioral investigations.
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APPENDIX A
October 14, 1977
Dear Parents
,
I am interested in observing children's perceptions
of a variety of cultural groups. It will involve your
child being out of Patricia's classroom for approximately
fifteen minutes on four different occasions over a six
week period. Regular preschool activities will be used:
puzzles, stories and picture games. I would appreciate
your special permission for doing this.
Thank you for your cooperation in considering this.
If you have any questions, please feel free to stop by
my classroom and talk with me (Room 134) , by my office
(Room 140) or call me at home (487-1283)
.
Sincerely
,
Mona Williams Thornton
Head Teacher - AM Pre-
School
Please indicate your permission for
Child's Name
by signing here.
Parent's Signature
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APPENDIX B
GENERAL TESTING INSTRUCTIONS
CMT II and PRAM II
The experimenter first checks with the director of
the Center and the individual classroom teacher to make
sure that testing is agreeable. After arranging the test-
ing materials in the testing room, the experimenter goes
to the classroom from which he will be testing the chil-
dren. Take each child individually to the testing room
and return him to his class after completion of testing.
Begin the testing session by briefly chatting with
the child to put him at ease. You may ask him his full
name and his birthday for informational purposes as well
as to build rapport. Do not, however, consider the child's
information as accurate. Be sure to check with the teacher.
When you feel the child is comfortable READ the CMT
II or PRAM II instruction. Do not memorize or rephrase
them -- read them verbatim!
Points to Remember
Don't rush the child, but go at a pace where he
can retain interest without becoming bored. Be careful
not to give any cues to the child, especially by looking
at the correct answer while the child is responding.
It
07
is best to look at the child or at the answer sheet be-
hind the stimulus picture book, rather than at the stimulus
pictures themselves.
No reinforcement is given after a CMT or PRAM an-
swer. If a child asks if he answered correctly, tell
him there are no right or wrong answers, but you want
to know what he thinks.
If a response is unclear, make sure the child does
not think he was incorrect when you ask him to repeat
the response. If more than one response is given, repeat
the story and question and take the child's final response.
CMT or PRAM Instructions
What I have here are some pictures I'd like to show
you and some stories that go with each one. I want you to
help me by pointing to the person (animal) in each picture
that the story is about. Here, I'll show you what I mean .
Final Instructions
Thank you, for playing these games with me and I'd
appreciate it if you wouldn't talk to the other children
about the games we played here, so the games will be
new
to them too.
John E. Williams ^ al ,
( 1976 )
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APPENDIX C
CMT II Procedure: Description of Test Items
Series A
1. Here are two horses. One of them is a kind horse.
He lets Billy pet him and give him apples. Which is
the kind horse?
2. Mr. Jones has two pigs. One of them is an ugly pig.
He is so ugly that Mr. Jones doesn't want anybody
to see it. Which is the ugly pig?
3. Sammy has two bears. One of them is a friendly bear.
He likes to play with all Sammy's friends. Which is
the friendly bear?
4. Here are two ducks. One of th€:m is a wrong duck.
He went swimming right after dinner, even though his
Mommy told him not to. Which is the wrong duck?
5. Joey has two mice. One of them is a nice mouse and
likes to play with Joey. Which is the nice mouse?
6. Here are two cats. One of them is a bad cat and
scratches on the furniture. Which is the bad cat?
7. Here are two chickens. One of them is a healthy chic-
ken and can always go out to play. She never has a
cold. Which is the healthy chicken?
8. Here are two lambs. One of them is a sad lamb. He
is lost and can't find his Mommy. Which is the sad
lamb?
9. Here are two rabbits. One of them is a clean rabbit.
He always washes behind his big, long ears. Which
is the clean rabbit?
10.
Here are two cows. One of them is a stupid cow. She
doesn't even know when it's time to come in for supper.
Which is the stupid cow?
Here are two dogs. One of them is a selfish dog. He
won't even share his bone with his friend. Which is
the selfish dog?
11 .
12 .
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Here are two squirrels. One of them is a wonderful
squirrel. She can climb up high in the trees. Which
is the wonderful squirrel?
Series B
13. Here are two horses. One of them is a sick horse.
He has to stay in the barn and can't go out to play.
Which is the sick horse?
14. Farmer Jack has two pigs. One of them is a helpful
pig. He helps Farmer Jack keep the yard straight.
Which is the helpful pig?
15. Sandy has two bears. One of them is a dirty bear.
She got all dirty while Sandy let her out to play.
Which is the dirty bear?
16.
17 .
18 .
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
Here are two ducks. One of them is a happy duck. He
swims all day on the pond. Which is the happy duck?
Here are two mice. One of them is an unfriendly mouse.
He runs and hides when children want to play with him.
Which is the unfriendly mouse?
Here are two cats. One of them is right.
_
He always
knows where the mouse is when they play hide and seek.
Which is the right cat?
Here are two chickens. One of them is a naughty chic-
ken. He doesn't come to supper when his Mommy calls.
Which is the naughty chicken?
Here are two lambs. One of them is a good lamb. She
does what her Mother tells her to. Which is the good
lamb?
Here are two rabbits. One of them is a cruel rabbit.
He fights with the little rabbits. Which is the crue
rabbit?
Farmer Blake has two cows. One of them
Everyone likes to come see Farmer
Which is the pretty cow?
is a pretty
Blake's pretty
cow.
cow
.
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23. Here are two dogs. One of them is a smart dog. He
can do all kinds of tricks. Which is the smart dog?
24. Here are two squirrels. One of them is a mean squir-
rel. He steals nuts from the other squirrels. Which
is the mean squirrel?
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COLOR MEANING TEST (CMT II)
Record and Scoring Sheet
NAME
School Date tested
Birthdate Examiner
Race (code) : C or N Sex (code) : M or F
Circle L or R for "left" or "right" figure indicated
SERIES A SERIES B
1. R L 13. R L
2. R L 14. R L
3. R L 15. R L
4. R L 16. R L
5. R L 17. R L
6 . R L 18. R L
7. R L 19. R L
8. R L 20 . R L
9. R L 21. R L
10 . R L 22. R L
11. R L 23. R L
12. R L 24 . R L
Scoring
;
(Count number of underlined letters
circled)
which have been
Series A
Series B
Total
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APPENDIX D
PRAM II Procedures: Picture Descriptions and Stories for
the Racial Attitude (RA) and Sex-
Role (SR) Items
Series A
1. SR - Euro girl - Euro boy sitting
Here are two children. One of these children has four
dolls with which they like to have tea parties. Which
child likes to play with dolls?
2. RA - Afro little boy - Euro little boy - walking
Here are two little boys. One of them is a kind little
boy. Once he saw a kitten fall into a lake and he
picked up the kitten to save it from drowning. Which is
the kind little boy?
3. RA - Euro little girl - Afro little girl - standing
Here are two little girls. One of them is an ugly little
girl. People do not like to look at her. Which is the
ugly little girl?
4. SR - Afro teenage boy - Afro teenage girl - sitting
Here are two children. They are thinking about what
they want to be when they grow up. One of them wants
to be a policeman. Which one wants to be a policeman?
5. RA - Euro teenage boy - Afro teenage boy - standing
Here are two boys. One of them is a friendly boy. He
has lots of friends. Which one is the friendly boy?
6. RA - Afro teenage girl - Euro teenage girl - walking
Here are two girls. When a lady asked one of them where
she lived, the girl gave the wrong answer. Which is the
wrong girl?
7 ^ SR - Euro man - Euro woman - walking
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Here are two people. After supper one of these people
clears the table and washes all the dishes. Which person
washes the dishes?
8. RA - Euro woman - Afro woman - sitting
Here are two women. One of them is a nice woman. She
does nice things for her husband and children. Which
is the nice woman?
9. RA - Afro man - Euro man - standing
Here are two men. One of them is a bad man. He took
money out of his children's piggy bank and never put it
back. Which is the bad man?
10. SR - Afro teenage girl - Afro teenage boy - standing
Here are two young people. One of them works at a gas
station after school. Which one works at a gas station?
11. RA - Afro man - Euro man - standing
Here are two men. One of them is a healthy man. He never
has a cold or a high temperature. Which is the healthy man?
12. RA - Euro woman - Afro woman - sitting
Here are two women. One of them is a sad woman. She
has been left alone with no one to talk to. Which is
the sad woman?
13. SR - Euro woman - Euro man - standing
Here are two people. One of these people has baked two
delicious apple pies. Which person baked the pies?
14 . RA - Euro little boy - Afro little boy - standing
Here are two little boys . One of them is a clean little
boy. Whenever he washes his face he also washes behind
his ears. Which is the clean little boy?
15. RA - Afro teenage girl - Euro teenage girl
- sitting
Here are two girls. One of them is a stupid girl. She
doesn't even know how to spell her name. Which is e
stupid girl?
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16. SR - Afro man - Afro woman - standing
Here are two people. When the car won't run, one of them
is always able to fix it. Which person can fix the car?
17. RA - Euro man - Afro man - sitting
Here are two men. One of them is a very selfish man.
He does not care about anyone except himself. Which is
the selfish man?
18. RA - Afro woman - Euro woman - walking
Here are two women. People say that one of them is a
wonderful woman. She can do almost anything. Which is
the wonderful woman?
Series B
19. SR - Euro little girl - Euro little boy - standing
Here are two children. One of them wants to grow up and
be a cowboy. Which child wants to be a cowboy?
20. RA - Afro little girl - Euro little girl - sitting
Here are two little girls. Everyone says that one of
them is very pretty. Which is the pretty girl?
21. RA - Euro little boy - Afro little boy - sitting
Here are two little boys. One of them is a very naughty
little boy. He drew pictures on the walls of his house
with his crayons and upset his mother . Which is the
naughty little boy?
22. SR - Afro little boy - Afro little girl - standing
Here are two children. One of them likes to dress up
in their mother's clothes and pretend that they are grown
up. Which child likes to dress up in their mother s
clothes?
RA - Euro teenage girl - Afro teenage girl - standing23.
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Here are two girls. One of them is a happy girl. She
smiles almost all of the time. Which one is the happy
girl?
24. RA - Afro teenage boy - Euro teenage boy - sitting
Here are two boys. One of them is a cruel boy. When he
comes home from school and his dog runs to meet him, he
kicks his dog. Which is the cruel boy?
25. SR - Euro woman - Euro man - sitting
Here are two people. One of them likes to go shopping.
When they go shopping they like to buy new dresses.
Which person likes to buy new dresses?
26. RA - Euro man - Afro man - walking
Here are two men. One of them is a mean man. He throws
rocks at dogs and cats when they come into his yard.
Which is the mean man?
27. RA - Afro woman - Euro woman - standing
Here are two women. One of them is a good woman. She
does things for her neighbors and her children. Which
is the good woman?
28. SR - Afro man - Afro woman - sitting
Here are two people. One of them built a barn for their
animals to live in. Which person built the barn?
29.
RA - Afro woman - Euro woman - standing
Here are two women. One of them is a helpful woman.
Whenever someone is sick she goes to help them. Which
is the helpful woman?
30. RA - Euro man - Afro man - sitting
Here are two men. One of them is an unfriendly man. He
will not speak to any of the children playing in his neigh
borhood. Which is the unfriendly man?
SR - Euro woman - Euro man - standing
Here are two young people. One of them likes
football every afternoon after school. Which
to play
one likes
31 .
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to play football?
32. RA - Euro teenage boy - Afro teenage boy - walking
Here are two boys. One of them is a smart boy. When
the T.V. set breaks, he can fix it all by himself.
Which is the smart boy?
33. RA - Afro little girl - Euro little girl - walking
Here are two little girls . One of them is a dirty little
girl. People say she does not take a bath very often.
Which is the dirty little girl?
34. SR - Afro teenage boy - Afro teenage girl - walking
Here are two young people . One of them likes to wear
lipstick. Which one likes to wear lipstick?
35. RA - Euro man - Afro man - walking
Here are two men. One of these men is right. When
someone asks him a question, he always knows the right
answer. Which man is right?
36. RA - Afro woman - Euro woman - standing
Here are two women. One of them is a sick woman. She
has to stay in the house most of the time. Which is
the sick woman?
Appendix D
PRESCHOOL RACIAL ATTITUDE MEASURE
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(PRAM II)
Record and Scoring Sheet
Name ^Order (code) : A then B or B then A
School Date tested
Birthdate ^Examiner
RACE (code) C or B SEX (code) : M or F
Code L or R for "left" or "right" figure indicated
Series A Series B
1. R L 19 . R L
2. R L 20. R L
3. R L 21. R L
4 . R L 22. R L
5. R L 23. R L
6 . R L 24. R L
7. R L 25 . R L
8. R L 26. R
L
9. R L 27 . R
L
10. R L
Summary of Scores 28 . R L
SEX ROLE A B 29 . R L11. R L
12. R L
30. R L
13. R L TOTAL 31.
R L
32. R L
14. R L
RACIAL ATTITUDE
33. R L
15. R L
A B
34 . R L
16. R L
17. R L
35. R L
18. R L TOTAL
36. R L
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APPENDIX E
Racial Perception Puzzles (RPP)
This measure consists of three wooden 8 x 10 puzzles
(in 10 X 12 frames) depicting a black, white and Chinese
family sitting at a table for a meal. Each one has a boy,
a girl, a woman and a man. The pieces for each puzzle are
the same for each family including the same color of clothes,
the only variation is in the skin and hair color and facial
features. The measure is divided into four tasks/groupings.
The following are the CODES for this measure.
BB black boy BG - black girl BM - black man
WB white boy WG - white girl WM - white man
AB Chinese boy AG - Chinese girl AM - Chinese man
BW - black woman
WW - white woman
AW - Chinese woman
Racial Grouping
For the first three tasks: put mentioned piece in
the frame first and then have child to look at the other
pieces and add them one at a time in the order given.
Do not refer to (race) name when reading question. * (Re-
move other two from remainders)
(1)
Here is a boy * (white) ready to eat breakfast and
he wants his father, mother and sister to come to the table
and eat with him.
(2) This lady (black) is waiting for her daughter, son
and husband to eat lunch with her.
(3) This man (Chinese) just got home for dinner. Put his
son, wife and daughter at the table with him.
Discrimination Task
For the next 6 questions, put the respective dif-
ferent member in the family as the q^^tion and
then have child to point to the one that looks
different.
^]fite code for who chi-ld points to
.
I
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(4) put the white boy in the black family
(5) put the black man in white family
(6) put white woman in asian family
(7) put Chinese man in white family
(8) put black girl in white family
(9) put white man in black family
Racial Identification Tasks
Have the three puzzles intact on the table in
front of the child.
(10) for boys - show me a boy that looks the most like you
for girls - show me a girl that looks most like you
(11) point to or show me a black lady
(12) show me a Chinese man
(13) show me a white boy
(14) show me a black person
(15) show me a Chinese person
(16) show me a white person
Acceptance - Preference Task
Place the three girls, three boys, women and men
together on the tables (out of the frames) and then ask:
(17) pick two children that you would like to play with
(18) pick one child that you don't think you want to play
with
(19) pick a lady that you like
(20) pick a man that you like
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RACIAL PERCEPTION PUZZLES
Record Sheet
White
WB* Family
Black
BW* Family
Chinese
CM* Family
(4)
(5)
( 6 )
DISCRIMINATION
(7)
( 8 )
(9)
( 10 )
( 11 )
( 12 )
IDENTIFICATION (13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
( 1 )
RACIAL
GROUPING (2)
(3)
(17)
(18)
PREFERENCE
(19)
( 20 )
*Indicates initial piece placed
Child's Name
in puzzle
Examiner
Date
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APPENDIX F
Behavioral Indicator
NAME: Id No
.
Storyteller
5 Minute Intervals = 6 Times for 30 minutes
(1) Where child was sitting: (ex. 06 = 6 inches)
• • • • •
^ 9 9 •
(2) Where Child Touched Storyteller: 0 = not touching;
1 = shoulder/chest; 2 = arm; 3 = leg
• • • • •
9 9 9 9 9 •
(3) How involved in story: 1 = not involved, 2 = involved
• • • • •
9 9 9 9 9 *
(4) Number of Verbalizations:
1 = about story; 2 = about themselves; 3 = about
storyteller; 4 = about environment; 5 = no verbalizations
; ; ; ;
'< •
(5) Where child was looking: 1 = at storyteller; 2 = at
book; 3 = environment (around room, etc.)
Total Spaces = 36
Comments
:
YOUNGER
GROUP
37-49
Itios
OLDER
GROUP
50
mos-70
mos
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Mean
=
57
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Appendix I
Frequency Distribution for Color Meaning Test
Freq. Cum
ore Frequency Percent Percent
7 1 3.1 3.1
11 1 3.1 6.3
12 6 18.8 25.0
13 4 12.5 37.5
14 1 3.1 40.6
15 2 6.3 46.9
16 2 6.3 53.1
17 4 12.5 65.6
19 3 9.4 75.0
20 1 3.1 78.1
22 3 9.4 87.5
24 4 12.5 100.0
32 100.0
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Appendix J
Score Range on CMT II
Range Category n
0-7 Definite B+/W- 1
8-9 Probable B+/W- 0
10-14 No Bias 12
15-16 Probable W+/B- 4
17-24 Definite W+/B- 15
32
911
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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Appendix K
Frequency Distribution for Preschool Racial
Attitude Measure
Freq. Cum
Frequency Percent Percent
1 3.1 3.1
2 6.3 9.4
2 6.3 15.6
5 15.6 31.3
4 12.5 43.8
3 9.4 53.1
2 6.3 59.4
2 6.3 65.6
1 3.1 68.8
2 6.3 75.0
1 3.1 78.1
4 12.5 90.6
1 3.1 93.6
1 3.1 96.9
1 3.1 100.0
32 100.0
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Appendix L
Score Range on the PRAM II
Range Category n
0-7 Definite B+/W- 0
8-9 Probable B+/W- 1
10-14 No Bias 13
15-16 Probable W+/B- 5
17-24 Definite Wt/B- 13
32
Appendix
2
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indicates
high
response
on
both
measures
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Appendix N
Average Distance from the Storyteller
Black Storyteller White Storyteller
younger
older
X = 2.84
n = 16
X = 8.74
n = 16
X = 5.80
X = 11.0
X = 3.11
X = 3.88
X = 3.91
n = 16
X = 7.67
n = 16
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Appendix 0
Average Number of Touches
Black White
younger 2-shoulder/chest
£-arm
8 TOUCHES X = 1.14
15- shoulder/chest
18-arm —
X
33 TOUCHES X = 3 . 67 n
2.56
16
older IQ-arm
10 TOUCHES X = 1.11
16-shoulder/chest X
12-arm
28 TOUCHES X = 4.0 ^
2.38
16
X = 1.13 X = 3.81
n = 16 n = 16
Ill
younger
older
Appendix P
Average Amount of Involvement
Black White
X = 5.43 X = 5.0
X = 4.22 X = 5.85
112
younger
older
Appendix Q
Average Number of Verbalizations
Black
13-
stofy
__1'environment
14
-
VERBALIZATIONS
X = 2.0
13-Story
4-storyteller
2-environment
19-VERBALIZATIONS
X = 2.1
White
26-story X
5-themselves
2-storyteller ^
8
-environment
41-VERBALIZATIONS
X = 4.6
16-story X
1-themselves
4-environment
2 1-VERBALI ZAT IONS
X = 3.0
= 3.44
= 16
= 2.50
= 16
113
White
Black
Appendix R
Where Children Were Looking
Storyteller
8 times
X = .50
36 times
X = 2.25
Story
78 times
X =4.90
44 times
X = 2.80
Environment
10 times
X = .62
16 times
X = 1.0
Racial
Grouping
114
White
Family
Racial
Grouping
115
Black
Family
Racial
Grouping
116
Chinese
Family
Discrimination
117
VJhite
Boy
in
Black
Family
Appendix
W
118
Chinese
Woman
in
White
Family


